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Abstract 

Crown rust, caused by Puccinia coronata, is the most important disease of oats 

worldwide. Methods of control have usually been based on single major genes that confer 

complete resistance, but with the emergence of new races this resistance is easily 

overcome. Thus, partial resistance is believed to be more effective in controlling the 

disease because it promotes coexistence of host and pathogen and thus slows the 

evolution of pathogen virulence. Therefore, creating durable resistant lines depends on 

several aspects and choosing parental lines is one of the most important. However, 

methods to predict the best parental combinations and their progeny performance are not 

reliable. Since the University of Minnesota oat breeding program began in 1889, many 

cultivars have been released. On average 150 new lines are selected every year for 

multiple location yield trials. With the number of lines available and the necessity for 

reducing the number of crosses to save labor, time, money and space, we attempted to 

identify a method to predict the superior test cross combinations involving parental lines 

with genetic diversity between resistance genes. We used a covariance analysis based on 

the results from the seedling rust tests of parental lines, where the original data based on 

rust reaction types (HR – highly resistant; R – resistant; MR – moderately resistant; MS – 

moderately susceptible and S – susceptible) were transformed to numbers (5, 3, 1, -1 and 

-3), respectively. Every possible pairing combination was done with all parental 

candidates. A large negative covariance indicated that the parents had substantial genetic 

diversity between them, which was preferred because then a resistant gene in one parent 

could match the deficiency in another parent. Eleven populations from different crosses 
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were evaluated for crown rust resistance. The covariance between parents for these 

crosses varied from -0.5864 to +0.5304, which indicated more and less genetic diversity 

among parents. The most similar parental pair was used as a control to test our 

hypothesis. In our study covariance analysis was not able to predict the best parental 

combination for maximum potential crown rust resistance in progenies, but crossing 

parental lines with higher resistance levels produced lines with consistently lower disease 

infection and a higher proportion of resistant individuals.  
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Puccinia coronata is the pathogen responsible for crown rust in oats and is the 

major disease affecting the crop, as well as the main factor limiting expansion of its 

cultivated area (Martinelli et al., 2009).  In the Upper Midwest of the United States 

annual losses vary from 1 to 5%, but statewide, losses up to 20% have been reported in 

Iowa, Minnesota and South Dakota (Leonard, 2002). In some areas in Brazil, Uruguay 

and Argentina losses can exceed 40% when the disease is not controlled.  

Incorporating resistance into a cultivar is different from breeding for other traits, 

because the plant, the environment and the pathogen all influence the final phenotypic 

variability (Thomé et al., 1999). One important pathogen variable is the 

origin/perpetuation of new physiological races, which can occur through sexual 

recombination on the alternate host buckthorn (Rhamnus spp.) or through gene mutations 

(Dickson, 1959). In the past, most new virulent races appearing in the Upper Midwest of 

the United States were windblown from the Southern United States and/or Mexico. 

However, since the early 1980’s, sexual recombination on local buckthorn is now the 

main source of new virulences (Stuthman, personal communication, 2010). In countries 

such as Brazil, the fungus does not complete the sexual cycle, only having uredial and 

telial phases occur, due to the absence of an alternate host (Chaves and Martinelli, 2005). 

As oats and other graminae are cultivated year-round (Federizzi and Stuthman, 1998), 

and considering that Puccinia coronata is an obligate biotrophic plant parasite depending 

on nutrients from living host cells (Heath, 1997), the rust always has a host plant to 

infect. Rust infections severely damage the leaf area, reducing photosynthesis and leaving 

less photosynthetic products for grain filling, thus reducing grain quality and yield. 
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To prevent the development and dissemination of the disease, fungicides and 

resistant varieties have been used. Eradication of alternate hosts is another method of 

control (Hoffman et al., 2006). To date, most studies on oat breeding have centered on 

disease resistance (Cruz et al., 2000), with primary efforts based on identifying the best 

adapted and high yielding phenotypes.  

For resistance, race-specific genes that give a hypersensitive response have been 

mostly used. The popularity of using this kind of resistance is due to its high heritability, 

the farmer desire for disease-free fields and the market pressure, which requires the 

frequent release of new cultivars with the resistance durability sidelined (Van Ginkel and 

Rajaram, 1993). Other methods such as slow-rusting/partial resistance and use of 

multilines or mixtures have also been used to protect the crop. 

The hypersensitive response, which happens when cellular invasion by the fungus 

triggers rapid cell death (Heath, 1997), is a feature of an incompatible interaction 

between plants and their pathogens (Yu, 2001). In gene-for-gene interactions between 

plants and their pathogens, incompatibility (no disease) requires a dominant or 

semidominant resistance (R) gene in the plant, and a corresponding avirulence (Avr) gene 

in the pathogen (Hammond-Kosack and Jones, 1997).  

Race-specific is also known as vertical resistance, is usually produced by a single 

major gene and is specific for an individual race of pathogen, but it can also be effective 

on all races (complete resistance). A successful example of single gene resistance is Sr31 

in wheat stem rust, which lasted longer than 30 years with effective control (Singh et al., 

2007). Another case is the mlo gene for resistance to powdery mildew in barley, which 

appears to be durable (Stuthman et al., 2007). Leonard and Martinelli (2005) conducted 
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studies in Brazil and Uruguay showing that race-specific resistance to crown rust usually 

fails within a few years of its release, due to the great diversity and complexity of 

virulence, resulting from asexual recombination by anastomosis (hypha fusion) and 

mutation. The use of single genes for resistance results in high selection pressure on the 

pathogen, favoring virulence shifts that quickly make such resistances ineffective 

(Werner, 2007).  

In wild species such as Avena sterilis and Avena strigosa, specific genes for 

resistance to crown rust have been exploited by transferring those genes into commercial 

varieties using successive backcrosses (Mariot et al., 1998). Some commercial lines have 

specific genes from wild species and when combined with the genetic background from 

the cultivar have provided good germplasm, although like other single genes will sooner 

or later succumb to a new emergent virulence in the pathogen population.  

Numerous race-specific (Pc) genes for crown rust have been found in Avena spp. 

but this type of resistance has not been durable when used in oat cultivars (Carson, 2009). 

Cases of gene defeat have been seen over the years in commercial varieties and are 

documented by the rust surveys carried out by the USDA Cereal Disease Laboratory 

(http://www.ars.usda.gov/). According to the survey data from 1999 to 2008 (Figure 1), 

Pc53 has remained effective against most of the races. Virulence to Pc50 was lower than 

15% over the time of the survey. Virulences to Pc45, Pc54, Pc62 and Pc68 have also 

been present at less than 25%. The line IA B605Xsel, which was resistant to all races 

tested from 1999 to 2002, became susceptible to 19% and 64% of the races in 2003 and 

2005, respectively. On the other hand, Pc91, Pc94 and Pc96 were first included in the 

survey in 2006. Pc96 is a classical case of gene defeat as races virulent to Pc96 rapidly 

http://www.ars.usda.gov/
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became dominant in the rust population. All the other Pc genes were susceptible to more 

than 50% of the prevalent races (data not shown) and thus do not present a good source 

of resistance if used individually. 

In several cases, due to the occurrence of competition among races, a decline in 

virulence is observed. This could be the consequence of the establishment of a dominant 

race, which remains virulent but survives as a lower proportion of the population due to 

an increase of other specific races in the population.  

According to the rust surveys, oat cultivars can determine the virulent races of 

crown rust appearing in a specific region by the resistance genes used in the varietal 

releases. This accounts for variation in races with location within countries. In the United 

States, the virulence complexity in the Puccinia coronata population varies from 

California and the Southern states from Texas to Virginia, when compared to the 

Northern Great Plains states of Minnesota, North Dakota and South Dakota (Leonard, 

2003). Based on the rust surveys, some programs define the resistance/genes that can be 

used in new breeding varieties. Examples of gene defeat in oat varieties in the United 

States are shown in Table 1, where varieties found to be resistant to all pathogen isolates 

one year became completely susceptible in subsequent years with shifts in virulence of 

the pathogen.  

On the other hand, in rust surveys in Canada, testing for isolates virulent to Pc45, 

Pc50, Pc54, Pc58, Pc91, Pc94 and Pc96 determined that there was a complete absence of 

virulence from 2002-2006 (Chong et al., 2008). In the same study, virulences had been 

detected in Pc91, Pc94 and Pc96 individually, but had not been detected to these genes 

combined. McElroy (2006), testing differential lines in Palmerston and Lindsay, Ontario, 
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also found that Pc45, Pc58, Pc64, Pc91 and Pc94 individually showed moderate 

resistance. Therefore, regarding commercial cultivars, genes Pc38 and Pc39, derived 

from the wild oat Avena sterilis L., were shown to confer a durable resistance for several 

years (Table 2), but by 1990, 92% of races were virulent on this gene combination 

(Chong et al., 2008). Later, Pc48 and Pc68 were deployed individually in commercial 

cultivars, but their effectiveness did not last very long, being ineffective by 1999 and 

2001, respectively (Chong, 2006). Other varieties such as Prescott and Sherwood, with 

Pc48 and Pc68 combined, were released in 2004 and still have some level of resistance, 

but it is certainly not complete (McElroy, personal communication, 2010).  

In Brazil, Cruz et al. (2001) using 28 differential lines found that lines with Pc52, 

Pc53, Pc62 and Pc68 had less infection and these genes could be useful if introduced in 

Brazilian cultivars. According to Leonard and Martinelli (2005), only one isolate from 

Brazil and two from Uruguay were virulent on Pc68, which also had potential for use in 

breeding for resistance. Vieira et al. (2007), testing 46 different isolates from Rio Grande 

do Sul, Southern Brazil, did not detect virulence to Pc68. Pc38, Pc50 and Pc62 were 

effective against a large number of isolates. Genes that have been used in commercial 

varieties in South America are Pc58, Pc59, Pc60 and Pc61. Most of the varieties released 

in the southern part of Brazil in the past 28 years have resistance based on a single gene. 

Most of the older varieties were resistant to crown rust in the regional trials, but when 

released state wide, became susceptible in the first year (Federizzi, personal 

communication, 2009). 

According to the rust survey/cultivar data from different geographic areas, the 

number of effective genes has been rapidly decreasing; therefore, it is important to 
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characterize and utilize other sources of resistance so that resistance to crown rust is 

readily available (Zhu and Kaeppler, 2003). Leonard (2002) stated that race-specific 

resistance in oats does not provide adequate protection against crown rust and discussed 

the importance and efforts required in breeding for partial resistance, which is considered 

difficult to do especially if several genes with additive effects are involved. The breaking-

down of formerly effective resistance is the nightmare of breeders, forcing them to 

continuously search for new sources of resistance (Niks and Rubiales, 2002). 

Partial resistance and/or slow-rusting are defined by a reduced number of lesions, 

longer latent periods, less production of spores, smaller pustule sizes and/or slower 

progress of the disease, which contribute to a slower rate of disease development 

(Parlevliet, 1979; Barbosa et al., 2006). A partial resistance defense mechanism does not 

prevent infection completely, but does suppress its spread (Portyanko et al., 2005) and 

reliably maintains adequate levels of resistance over the years (Simmonds, 1988). It is 

believed to be more durable because it is polygenic, which places smaller selection 

pressure and therefore slows the evolution of virulence (Simons, 1972).  

The evaluation, identification and accumulation of partial resistance components 

in oat varieties are useful in breeding programs. Chaves et al. (2004a) found infection on 

partial resistant varieties related to lower infection efficiency and sporulation, smaller 

pustule size and longer latent periods. According to Luke et al. (1984), slow-rusting 

cultivars retard hyphal growth, which results in increased latent periods, and reduction in 

the number and size of uredinia. Luke and Berger (1981) showed that in slow-rusting 

cultivars the isopathic rate (spread per unit of time = horizontal spread) was reduced by 5 

times (0.2 m/day) when compared with a susceptible cultivar (1 m/day). The expression 
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of quantitative resistance to oat crown rust is not conditioned by a single resistance 

component but by all of them in combination. Selection based on a single resistance 

component can be done if it is highly correlated with the evaluation of area under disease 

progress curve (AUDPC) on adult plants (Chaves et. al, 2004b).  

Durable resistance is generally based on gene combinations acting epistatically 

and additive effects to confer resistance (gene pyramid). A pyramid can be constructed 

with major genes, minor genes, defeated genes, effective genes, ineffective genes, race-

specific genes, nonrace-specific genes, or any other type of gene that confers some 

resistance. This construction is agronomically or horticulturally sound but is a long and 

costly process (Pedersen, 1988). Even though difficult, pyramiding genes is a goal sought 

by breeders.  

Because there is no single model for the genetic or phenotypic basis of durable 

resistance, recognition of durable resistance and the analysis of its genetic basis and 

mechanisms pose a variety of challenges (Johnston, 1993). It may well be that for 

maximum durability, it will be necessary to have a genetic complexity in the mechanism 

of the host resistance that is comparable to the complexity of specialization in the 

pathogen (Stuthman, 2002). The main problem for breeding for durable resistance is 

when multiple genes are being incorporated and all confer complete resistance, the 

presence of a single gene can mask the phenotypic effect of any other resistance gene 

(Rooney et al., 1994; Zhu and Kaeppler, 2003), making the breeding task more difficult. 

Another source of durable protection is the use of cultivar mixtures and multilines 

(Leonard et al., 2005). The main advantage of these approaches is because the plants are 

genetically diverse, which can stabilize the pathogen population at non-epidemic levels 
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and maintain lower aggressiveness; however, the risk of creating a super-virulent race 

remains a concern (Carson, 2009). The use of these methods has been limited because of 

the time and effort required for the development of multiple cultivars needed to create 

effective mixtures and multilines (Rooney et al., 1994).  

A number of breeding techniques are recommended to acquire durable resistance. 

One is recurrent selection, which, by definition, is the increasing of frequency of 

desirable alleles and consequently gains in population mean due to repeated cycles of 

selection and recombination of selected lines. Diaz-Lago et al. (2002), working on 

recurrent selection for partial resistance to crown rust in oat, reported an average AUDPC 

reduction per cycle of 11% in combination with indirect delay of flowering by 2 days 

after 4 cycles. Another breeding technique is advanced backcross - QTL (AB-QTL), 

which incorporates genes located in different linkage groups into a single variety by 

successive backcrosses with selection based on the use of molecular markers (Lambalk et 

al., 2004). Baker (1986) recommends index selection as a method for simultaneously 

selection of multiple traits. The approach suggested by Chaves and Martinelli (2005) 

relies on the development of molecular markers as an important method to speed the 

process of releasing a resistant cultivar, locating the position of the desirable (resistance) 

genes on a molecular map and then introgressing these genomic regions into elite 

germplasm through marker-assisted selection (Portyanko et al., 2005). Although all maps 

of hexaploid oat represent significant advances, none can be considered complete (Wight 

et al., 2003). In conclusion, it seems more effort is needed to find markers for slow-

rusting resistance genes rather than investing in race-specific genes (Singh et al., 2005). 
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Several studies have been done to identify QTLs conferring such crown rust 

resistance in oat, but generally reliable results are not available due to the small mapping 

population sizes used, the low coverage of the genome with markers, and the lack of 

validation analysis using different genetic backgrounds and different environments. In a 

study from a cross of a partial resistance line, MN 841801-1, by a susceptible cultivar 

Noble-2, four major QTLs and three minor QTLs were detected in tests involving three 

field and two greenhouse environments (Portyanko et al., 2005). Hoffman et al. (2006), 

crossing Ogle (susceptible) with TAM O-301 (resistant) and evaluating the progenies 

from the cross with 6 virulent isolates, found, with the use of molecular markers, that the 

lines resistant to all isolates had a complex of three major loci (Pc 58a, 58b and 58c). Zhu 

and Kaeppler (2003) working with the cross Ogle x MAM 17-5 found two consistent 

QTLs for crown rust resistance that explained 48.5 to 70.1% and 9.6 to 14.0% of 

resistance, respectively.  

Studies in other crops also confirm that polygenic resistance confers longer 

durability to rusts. Zhang and Anderson (2007), working on leaf rust in wheat, found 

three to four adult plant resistance genes in the highly resistant wheat cultivar Weebill 1. 

In another study involving leaf rust in wheat, eight resistance QTLs were found 

associated with resistance in a Swiss cultivar that has been effectively durable for 

resistance since 1986 (Schnurbusch et al., 2004). Navabi et al. (2003) found leaf rust of 

wheat as controlled by additive interactions of Lr34 with at least two additional genes. 

Singh et al. (2005), working on leaf and stripe rust, found significant improvement in 

resistance when comparing multiple gene varieties (major gene plus three or four genes) 

with single gene varieties, where the rust infection varied from 1 to 50% severity, 
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respectively. Mallard et al. (2005), during a 4-year study, found six significant QTLs 

involved in durable stripe rust resistance in the wheat cultivar Camp Remy, which has 

been grown for more than 20 years in France and still remains effective against all known 

races of the pathogen.  

Brodny et al. (1986), working on wheat stem rust resistance, showed that the 

isolines carrying Sr6, Sr8 and Sr9a genes combined reduced pustule size and sporulation 

in comparison to pure stands with lines containing only one of these genes. With the 

appearance of the virulent race Ug99 and the Sr31 gene defeated, the long-term strategy 

for stem rust resistance in wheat should focus on rebuilding the Sr2-complex 

(combination of slow-rusting gene Sr2 with other unknown additive genes of similar 

nature) to achieve long-term durability once again (Singh et al., 2007).  

According to the examples cited, polygenic resistance is more durable than 

monogenic resistance. However, creating these durable resistant lines depends on several 

factors. One of the most important aspects defining the success in a plant breeding 

program is choosing parental lines (Vieira et al., 2006), because transgressive segregation 

in progenies is commonly found (Barbosa-Prestes et al., 2007) and methods to predict the 

best parental combination and progeny performance are not reliable. Also, the number of 

promising lines produced every year and the possible number of crosses needed to 

produce the desired cultivars in a breeding program are relatively high. 

The main objective of this study was to test a cross prediction method, the 

covariance analysis among parental lines based on seedling rust tests, to determine if it 

can predict the best parental combination for maximum potential crown rust resistance in 
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progenies, creating oat lines with the maximum genetic variability to confer reliable 

durable resistance.  

The specific objectives of this research were to: 

(i) Determine if the covariance analysis can predict the best parental 

combination for maximum potential crown rust resistance in progenies. 

(ii) Assess the results on crown rust resistance in progenies from 11 different 

crosses, identifying for each population the area under disease progress 

curve, progeny distribution according to disease severity, and compare 

these to parents, checks and between populations. 

(iii) Evaluate two reciprocal crosses to determine if there are maternal effects 

affecting crown rust resistance. 

(iv) Evaluate the correlation between the two rust score readings (flag leaf 

severity vs. entire plant infection). 

(v) Estimate the number of genes conferring resistance for each cross. 
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Material and Methods 

Parental lines 

Forty candidate parental lines were first grown and evaluated in 2005 and 2006 

for crown rust resistance as adult plants (Table 4). All lines were evaluated in the United 

States (St. Paul, Minnesota and Aberdeen, Idaho) and only some in Argentina (Parana) 

and Canada (Palmerston, Lindsay and Navan, Ontario). Most of the lines (39) are from 

the University of Minnesota Breeding Program (MN lines and 04AR4134) and the other 

from the North Dakota State University (HiFi Reselect). Susceptible checks were used 

for comparison.   

In the United States the rust evaluation was done scoring disease severity 

(percentage) reaction type (HR - highly resistant, R - resistant, MR - moderately resistant, 

MS -moderately susceptible and S - susceptible), on the flag leaf. In Argentina, the rust 

reaction type was scored for the entire plant. In Canada the disease ratings were done 

reading the entire plant using a 0 to 5 scale, where 0 was complete resistance; 1 - some 

pustule development on lower leaves; 2 - lower leaves moderately infected with some 

development on mid-leaves; 3 - middle leaves moderately infected; 4 - middle leaves 

heavily infected with some infection on flag leaf; 5 - flag leaf heavily infected. The 

potential parental lines were planted in double rows 3 m long, with 30 cm between rows 

and there were no replicates. Evaluation at each location was done once before maturity.  

 Evaluating the lines at different geographic locations with divergent pathogenic 

races allowed us to do a combined analysis among locations to select potential parents. 

Considering the results of this assay on adult rust resistance, potential parents were 
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selected, evaluated in seedling rust tests and crossed in the fall of 2006 to generate the 

populations for this study. 

Seedling rust tests 

Crown rust infected oat leaves were collected randomly from commercial oat 

fields in the Upper Midwest of the United States and sent to the U.S. Department of 

Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service, Cereal Disease Laboratory, in St. Paul, 

Minnesota for virulence testing. The methods for purifying isolates and virulence testing 

were described by Leonard and Martinelli (2005). In total, 50 isolates were used in the 

seedling rust test. The potential parental lines were evaluated with all the isolates. At least 

four replicates of each parental line was inoculated with each isolate.  

Test lines were planted in 7 cm square plastic pots containing vermiculite. Each 

pot was sown with seeds of four different parents. The seedlings were inoculated about 

eight days after planting using spores from a single uredinial isolate, suspended in 

lightweight mineral oil. Thirty minutes after inoculation (time to allow the oil 

evaporation), the seedlings were placed in a dew chamber at 18°C for 12 hours 

(overnight) and the next day were transferred to the greenhouse, with temperatures 

averaging between 20 and 25°C. Crown rust evaluation was done two weeks after 

inoculation by rating the reaction type as highly resistant (HR), resistant (R), moderately 

resistant (MR), moderately susceptible (MS) or susceptible (S). 

In the case of ambiguous results and variance among replicates the oat lines were 

considered heterozygous and were excluded from the test. In case of different rust 

infection readings within replicates, the isolate was discarded from the test because it was 
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thought to be a mixture of rust races. Using the seedling rust test results, we calculated 

the covariance among potential parents to decide the cross combinations made. 

Covariance among parents 

A pairwise covariance test comparing parents was done with Excel Software. The 

original data from the seedling test were transformed to numbers (HR: 5, R: 3, MR: 1, 

MS: -1, S: -3) to calculate the covariance among parents. The formula used was: 

Cov (x,y) = E{[ x – E(x)][ y – E(y)]} 

where x and y are crown rust scores from single isolates on different parents and E(x) and 

E(y) are the overall mean crown rust score for all 50 isolates for each parent. 

Every possible pairing combination was examined. A large negative covariance 

indicated that both parents had great diversity in their rust reaction type. This situation 

was preferred, because then a resistant gene in one parent could complement the 

deficiency in another parent. As defined by 

(http://www.netmba.com/statistics/covariance/) a negative covariance indicates that 

higher than average values of one variable tend to be paired with lower than average 

values of the other variable. The method was proposed by Dr. Jean-Luc Jannink and the 

reason for using the covariance analysis was to select pairs of parents with the most 

genetic divergence for crown rust resistance for generating progenies. In practice a high 

level of genetic diversity is undoubtedly desirable to minimize the likelihood of a 

breakdown in resistance (Carr, 1975; Hayward, 1977). The crosses were defined 

according to the covariance analysis.  

http://www.netmba.com/statistics/covariance/
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The covariance results varied from -0.5864 to +0.5304 (Table 5), which indicated 

more and less genetic variability among parents, respectively. The most positive 

covariance was used as a control to determine if the covariance analysis would predict the 

best parental combination for maximizing the potential crown rust resistance in 

progenies.  

Development of populations 

Population development and generation advancement was done growing plants in 

Christchurch, New Zealand as a winter nursery and in St. Paul, Minnesota, during the 

summer. In St. Paul, the crop season spans from middle April to late July and in 

Christchurch from early November to middle February. In both locations, the 

experimental units were hill plots planted 30 cm apart, with an average of 20 seeds per 

hill. Depending on the area available, a single row of rye was planted between the rows 

of hills. Each population was planted in a block and checks were randomly assigned 

within the blocks. The checks Starter (rust susceptible), Portage (slow-rusting), and MN 

840841 (partially resistant) were included in each population.  

The method for advancing generations was a modified single seed descent 

scheme, selecting one or five panicles from each hill plot, depending on the generation 

(Figure 2). The panicles/entire plots were harvested manually, stored in envelopes 

(individual panicles) or bags (bulk), threshed, dried at 35°C for 2-4 days and then seeds 

were stored in a temperature-controlled chamber (25°C). Each panicle resulted in a new 

hill plot in the next season.  
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Hundred and twenty crosses were made by hand-emasculation and artificial 

pollination in fall 2006. The resulting F1 plants were grown in a greenhouse in spring 

2007 and F2 plants were grown in the field in summer 2007. Several populations were 

discarded because of undesirable agronomic traits. F2:3 plants were grown in 2007/2008 

in New Zealand.  

The F4:5 generation was planted in summer 2008 in St. Paul. Artificial 

inoculations, using a back sprayer to apply the inoculum, were done on three consecutive 

days. Inoculum consisted of a mixture of urediniospores in lightweight mineral oil 

solution. F5:6 plants were grown in New Zealand 2008/09 and 5 panicles from each hill 

plot (total of 1419 hills) were harvested. While hill plots were harvested no selection was 

applied. From the original 120 crosses, only eleven populations from different crosses 

were evaluated for crown rust resistance in the F6:7 generation. The selections done in 

specific generations, is illustrated in Table 3.  

The F6:7 RILs were planted at West Carleton, Ottawa, Canada and at Rosemount 

and St. Paul (buckthorn nursery), in Minnesota, United States. Only five of the eleven 

populations were evaluated in Canada. The experimental design at each location was a 

randomized complete block with 2 families from each F5:6 plant in West Carleton and 5 

families from each F5:6 plant in St. Paul and Rosemount. The families were planted side-

by-side. Comparisons were done among parents, checks and populations.  

In St. Paul, the plots were located between the buckthorn (Rhamnus cathartica) 

hedges spaced about 15 m apart, which produce reliable crown rust infections and as the 

alternate host for Puccinia coronata facilitate the production of a wide array of rust races 

as inoculum (Rooney et al., 1994). The high virulence and infection pressure provided by 
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the buckthorn contribute more efficiently in tests for crown rust resistance when 

compared with conventional field nurseries (Simons et al., 1979). The infection using the 

buckthorn was first achieved by Moore (1966), where the oat straw bearing overwintered 

telia of Puccinia coronata is placed on the top of the buckthorn hedges each spring to 

induce heavy aecial infection on the buckthorn plants. These plants then act as inoculum 

spreaders. Within the site, oat spreader rows were planted two weeks before the 

experimental plots. Irrigation was applied twice on this location after the flag leaf 

emergence stage to increase the moisture content of the field microenvironment, 

facilitating disease development. 

In Rosemount the plots were sown close to a grove of trees, which contained 

many underbrush buckthorn plants acting as rust inoculum. Heavy infection usually 

occurs on oat plants in the nursery. Artificial inoculation was used on the spreader rows 

surrounding the field.  

In Canada, the West Carleton nursery site was at a location with poorly drained 

scrub land and heavily infested buckthorn plants around cultivated areas (McElroy, 

2006), where oat fields have been infected heavily with crown rust every year. 

Crown rust assessment 

The experimental units were the hill plots. Crown rust was scored twice, with the 

two readings separated by one week. The first disease scoring notes were taken when the 

leaf severity reached 50% on the susceptible check Starter (planted surrounding the 

field). Plants scoring 7, 8 or 9 on the second plant reading were assessed a third time to 

ensure that plants were not escaping infection because of the date maturity.  
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In St. Paul and Rosemount, Minnesota plants were evaluated using 2 scales:  

A) Severity on the flag leaf, as proposed by Peterson et al. (1948), where the flag 

leaf is compared to diagrammatic scales of 1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 or 

100% infection, according to the modified Cobb scale (Figure 3).  

B) Entire plant severity, ranging from 1 (highly susceptible) to 9 (highly 

resistant).  

In Canada the disease ratings were done on the entire plant using the 0 to 5 scale, 

the same method used to evaluate the parents.  

Statistical analysis 

Correlations were calculated comparing the two screening methods: flag severity 

and entire plant infection for individual and overall population scores.  Correlation 

Procedure (Proc CORR) at α=0.0001 was used. The frequency distribution of the entire 

plant score among progenies within crosses was measured to detect transgressive 

segregants. Also, mid-parental (MP) comparisons with F6:7 progeny means for plant 

infection were used to calculate the gain (in percentage) in disease resistance for each 

cross. Correlations between MP and F6:7 progeny means as well MP and percentage 

change of the F6:7 from the MP were calculated. Correlation Procedure (Proc CORR) at 

α=0.01 was used. 

To test the effectiveness of the covariance analysis we compared the populations 

using the progeny means according to: i) the area under disease progress curve (AUDPC) 

based on disease severity on the flag leaf; ii) the entire plant severity and iii) the 

proportion of resistant progenies (plants scoring 7, 8 or 9 in St. Paul or 0 and 1 in West 
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Carleton on the second plant severity reading. The same analysis was also used to 

compare reciprocal crosses. 

The disease progression over time, measured from the flag leaf infection severity, 

was calculated to compare parental lines with progenies and also among populations. The 

utilization of the AUDPC allows identifying levels of resistance and helps with the 

identification and characterization of genotypes with slow disease development (Chaves 

et al., 2001; Barbosa-Prestes et al, 2008); it also integrate all aspects of disease progress 

in relation to host development and growth (Jeger and Viljanen-Rollinson, 2001). The 

equation used to calculate the AUDPC was proposed by Wilcoxson (1974): 

AUDPC = ∑ [(0.5)(Yi + 1 + Yi)(Ti + 1 - Ti)] 

where Y = disease severity at time T, and i = the time of the assessment (in days 

numbered sequentially, beginning with the initial assessment). 

The hypothesis tested was: 

H0: population A and B had the same disease severity means. 

H1: population A and B had different disease severity means. 

The populations were analyzed using the Fisher’s Protected Testing Procedure 

and F6:7 progeny means were compared using the least square means (LSMEANS) 

statement in the Proc GLM Procedure.  

To compare the proportion of individuals scoring 7, 8 or 9 between populations, 

the Chi-square test for the difference between two proportions was used. All the possible 

combinations between populations were compared. The test-statistic value was calculated 

using the formula: 
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where X2 = the test statistic that asymptotically approaches a χ2 distribution, Oi = an 

observed frequency, Ei = an expected (theoretical) frequency, asserted by the null 

hypothesis and n = the number of possible outcomes of each event.  

The hypothesis tested was: 

H0: population A and B had the same proportion of resistant individuals. 

H1: population A and B had different proportion of resistant individuals. 

The decision rule depends on the X2 calculated and on the X2 from the Chi-square 

distribution (in this case, with 1 degree of freedom and α=0.05, X2 tabled=3.81): 

 (X2 (0.05, 1) = 3.81 < X2 calculated) = Accept H0 and conclude that there is not 

sufficient evidence that the two proportions are different at α=0.05.  

The Frequency Procedure (Proc FREQ) at α=0.05 was used for the chi-square 

test.  

The inheritance of resistance as a quantitative feature has been fairly well studied 

in some major cultivated crops, but not in oats (Staletic et al., 2008). In our study, the 

segregating individuals did not separate into discrete classes. Thus, a quantitative rather 

than a Mendelian approach was taken using parents and F6:7 individuals for the analysis 

of the genetic control of crown rust resistance. The method used was proposed by Wright 

(1968) with some modification for the level of inbreeding of the F6:7 progenies (Das et 

al., 2004) to estimate the minimum number of genes determining the quantitative trait 

(resistance): 

n = R2 / {4.27[VF6 – (VP1 + VP2)/2]} 
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where n = number of genes, R = phenotypic range of the progenies, VF6 = phenotypic 

variance among F6 families, VP1 = variance of parent 1, VP2 = variance of parent 2.  

The method for estimating the number of genes assumes no genotype-

environment effects (Navabi et al., 2003), that no linkage exists between the loci 

involved, that the effects of all loci involved are equal, there is no dominance or epistasis 

and that resistances genes are originated from both parents, estimating the sum of genes 

involved in resistance (Herrera-Foessel et al., 2008); thus it can be applied to resistant by 

resistant crosses as well as to resistant by susceptible crosses (Zhang et al., 2001). The 

method using the phenotypic difference of the progeny lines tends to overestimate the 

number of genes (Bjarko and Line, 1988), but underestimate or overestimate the number 

of genes if there is epistasis (Mulitze and Baker, 1985). The objective of this study was to 

estimate the number of genes contributing to resistance in progenies from each parental 

combination. 

Correlation between the number of genes and AUDPC was calculated using 

Correlation Procedure (Proc CORR) at α=0.0001. All analyses were done using the 

Statistical Analysis Software package (SAS Institute, 1999).  
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Results and Discussion 

Crown rust assessment 

The pedigrees of parental lines and their crown rust field evaluations as adult 

plants are shown in Table 4. Data were collected in 2005 and 2006, in the United States 

and Canada, where most of the potential parental lines were evaluated. In 2005 in 

Argentina, only 5 potential parental lines were evaluated.  

The initial objective was collecting crown rust data in all generations (Table 3), 

but it was not possible due to the weather conditions in Minnesota, with dry and warm 

summers restricting rust rust development. In the F4:5 generation, even with successive 

artificial inoculations, the inoculum did not develop, which resulted in lack of rust data. 

The same problem was encountered in the following generation in New Zealand. 

In 2009, due to the weather conditions and early planting (April 19-23), reliable 

disease development was not expressed in Rosemount. The opposite was seen in St. Paul, 

where the material was planted later (May 12-15) and a severe rust infection developed. 

In West Carleton, only populations 1, 23, 8, 9 and 11 were evaluated. The size of the 

populations screened in this location was smaller when compared to St. Paul, as only two 

families from each F5:6 plants were analyzed. The infection was not as severe as in St. 

Paul but still produced reliable results. 

Some problems with germination were observed in St. Paul. About 700 lines 

across all populations had germination delayed by two weeks when compared with most 

of the lines. These lines were excluded from the test because the differences in maturity 

when scoring the plants compromised the results. The number of lines excluded was 
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small when compared with the total sample size. Table 5 shows the covariance analysis 

and the number of progenies used in each generation. 

Comparison among populations 

Quantitative genetic analyses were performed on population mean values from the 

second reading for disease severity. According to the analysis of variance using Fisher’s 

Protected Testing Procedure, there were differences for crown rust resistance among 

genotypes within crosses and among population means (p<0.0001). Using the Shapiro-

Wilk test, the response variables were evaluated for the significance of normality and 

their residuals were not normally distributed as determined by the Proc UNIVARIATE 

Procedure (SAS Institute, 1999). Therefore, mean disease severities (flag leaf severity, 

AUDPC) were transformed to log (x+10) to normalize the scale and stabilize the 

variance. In Canada, the values of plant severity were also transformed to log (x+10) to 

normalize the scale. All statistical and genetic analyses for these response variables were 

performed using the transformed data. Entire plant severities had a normal distribution 

and original data, without transformation, were used for analyses.  

Considering the differences among populations, for entire plant infection, crosses 

1 and 8 were not different at α=0.05 and had the greatest levels of resistance (Table 6). 

Also, populations 23, 7, 6 and 12 were not different from each other, but were inferior in 

resistance when compared to populations 1 and 8. Populations 13, 11 and 45 and the 

check MN841801 were similar for entire plant severity means. Populations 9 and 10 were 

significantly different but demonstrated the highest susceptibility among all crosses 

although they had superior performance when compared to the check Portage. 
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Analyzing AUDPC and flag leaf severity, the results of the two variables 

followed the same patterns and were similar, likely because AUDPC was calculated from 

the flag leaf severity. When compared to entire plant infection, these results for AUDPC 

and flag leaf severity were similar to the entire plant only for the most resistant 

populations (1, 8 and 23) and for the most susceptible (9, 10 and check Portage), 

indicating that high severity on the flag leaf affected the entire plant infection.  

The intermediate populations had variable disease severity means based on the 

flag leaf when compared to entire plant infection. For these, depending on the population, 

we conclude that the spread of disease over the plant contributed to higher or lower flag 

leaf infection. For example, MN841801 was severely infected on the entire plant, but was 

not infected in the same proportion on the flag leaf. The opposite can be seen in 

population 12, which had low entire plant infection, but had high infection on the flag 

leaf. So, depending on the population, the disease progress on the flag leaf did not follow 

the same patters as seen for the entire plant. 

The checks were severely infected with crown rust. According to the final plant 

severity, the variety Portage was more damaged than overall progeny means from crosses 

9 and 10, which were the most susceptible populations tested. The line MN841801, 

which is recognized as being a reliable source of partial resistance, had higher level of 

resistance for final plant severity only when compared with populations 9 and 10. For 

flag leaf severity and AUDPC, Portage was similar to population 9 and had higher 

infection than all other populations.  

In addition, comparing the proportion of resistant lines in each cross at the second 

reading using the Chi-square test we conclude that the best cross combinations were 1 
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and 8, with 48.4 and 45.5% resistant lines (p=0.215), respectively (Table 7). Population 

23 was equivalent in the proportion of resistant lines produced to populations 6, 12 and 

13, ranging from 29.9% in population 12 to 35.2% in population 23. Populations 7 and 11 

were considered similar and had 13.8 and 17.4% resistant lines, respectively. Population 

9 had only 2 resistant lines and population 10 none; and the difference between them was 

not significant. Population 45 produced only 5.2% resistant lines and was statistically 

unique. 

Even though the proportion of resistant lines produced by a cross was not 

correlated to a lower disease severity based on a populations’ mean, using the three 

analyses combined, we concluded that population 1 and 8 had the best performance for 

crown rust resistance and also produced the highest proportion of resistant lines. 

Populations 23, 7, 6 and 12 did not differ for entire plant infection, but populations 23, 6 

and 12 differed from population 7 in the higher proportion of resistant lines produced. In 

addition, population 13 had equivalent proportions of resistant lines as populations 23, 7, 

6 and 12; however, entire plant infection was lower than populations 23 and 7. On the 

other hand, populations 13, 11 and 45, which also did not differ for entire plant infection 

means, had large differences for the proportion of resistant lines produced, having 32.4, 

17.4 and 5.2%, respectively. Crosses 9 and 10 were similar in performance of progenies 

and did not produce any resistant lines (Table 6, Table 7).  

According to the population performance, the results from West Carleton, Canada 

were different from St. Paul, United States. In addition, only the entire plant infection 

trait was evaluated and then using a different scale from that used in St. Paul. Disease 

severity means from populations 9, 1 and 11 were not significantly different and showed 
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the highest level of resistance (Table 8). Populations 8, 23 and the line MN841801 also 

were not statistically different. The checks Starter and Portage were similar in disease 

severity means, having the highest susceptibilities recorded. 

When comparing the proportion of resistant lines produced, there was no 

similarity among populations. Population 9 had the best performance, producing 93.5% 

resistant lines. Population 1 had the second highest proportion of resistant lines produced 

with 86.3%, followed by populations 11, 8 and 23 with 79.5, 68.5 and 54.3% resistant 

lines produced, respectively (Table 9). 

Unlike results from St. Paul, in West Carleton, Canada, when both analyses were 

combined, population 9 was superior to all other populations. Population 1, which had the 

highest resistance level in St. Paul, was inferior only to population 9, which in turn had 

the lowest resistance level in St. Paul. The lowest proportion of resistant lines in West 

Carleton was in population 23, which had the highest severity mean of the five crosses 

tested in this location. Population 23 was less infected with crown rust only when 

compared to the susceptible checks. 

Analyses of individual populations in St. Paul, Minnesota, United States     

The high severity of crown rust in St. Paul, Minnesota produced distinguished 

differences in resistance among parental lines, progenies and populations. Observing the 

parental lines individually, AUDPC varied from 14.71 to 145.83 and the entire plant 

severity from 3.67 to 7.50 (Table 10). Although discrete classes were not observed, the 

parental lines and segregating progenies could be divided into 3 groups according to the 

resistance level based on entire plant crown rust severity. Based on this classification, 
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MN06135 and HiFi Reselect were considered resistant (7-9); MN05236, 04AR4134, 

MN06210, MN05145 MN06206 and MN06243 intermediate (5-6) and all remaining 

parents susceptible (1-4).  

The continuous frequency distribution across all tested populations for the entire 

plant score is shown in Figure 4A and according to the second rust severity reading on 

the entire plant, 1,955 lines were considered resistant, 2,624 lines intermediate and 1,729 

were highly susceptible. Of the 1,955 resistant lines, 1,757 were evaluated at a third 

reading where 1,385 lines were still classified as resistant (Figure 4A, Table 11). This 

group of 1,385 lines is 22.0% of all lines and 78.2% of lines resistant at the second 

reading. 

The progenies mean level of resistance among crosses varied for AUDPC from 

44.21 to 169.04 in populations 7 and 9, respectively; and for entire plant severity from 

3.89 to 6.39 in populations 9 and 1, respectively. Low values of AUDPC indicate a slow 

progress of the disease. The high variance between lines in advanced generations is 

expected due to the increased homozygosity within lines, which causes more resemblance 

within lines and more divergence between lines.  

In population 1, the severities varied from 0 to 315 for AUDPC and from 2 to 9 

for the entire plant. The average mean infection and standard deviation were 49.10±49.80 

for AUDPC and 6.39±1.24 for entire plant severity (Table 10). More than 75% of 

progenies had an overall AUDPC mean lower than 80 and entire plant severities over 6 

(Figure 5 and 6). Regardless, in this cross, 592 of the 1,224 plants were considered 

resistant on the second reading. Of these plants, 545 were assessed at the third reading. 

The remaining 47 plants were not analyzed due to advanced maturity, which interfered 
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with scoring the plants after the second reading. 468 plants or 85.9% were still resistant 

of the 545 plants scored at the third reading (Table 11).  

In addition, population 1 was the only population with progenies scoring 9 on the 

third reading (Table 12, Figure 4B). These six lines were completely free of pustules. 

Three of these lines were also analyzed for seedling resistance. The test was done using 

70 different isolates collected in oat commercial fields in the Upper Midwest of the 

United States the previous summer (2009) and in the buckthorn nursery in St. Paul. All 

isolates were avirulent on these lines, except for one, where a moderate resistance (MR) 

reaction type was recorded.  

Population 23 had the largest range for AUDPC, from 3.5 to 385, and the entire 

plant severity score varied from 2 to 8. The mean and standard deviation were 

83.19±79.92 for AUDPC and 5.68±1.58 for entire plant severity (Table 10). 50% of 

progenies had AUDPC values lower than 80 and were considered intermediate or 

resistant (entire plant severity over 6) (Figure 5 and 6). As in populations 1 and 8, 

population 23 also had a high number of individuals in the resistant class on the third 

reading (82.7%) (Figure 4C).  

Population 45 had parent MN05236 in common with populations 1, 8 and 23. 

However, this parent did not produce a high proportion of resistant progenies when 

crossed with lines possessing less resistance than itself (Figure 4D). On the other hand, 

when MN05236 was crossed with lines with better performance for crown rust resistance, 

the ability to produce descendants with resistance was greater. The progeny distribution 

varied for AUDPC from 3.5 to 227.5 and for entire plant severity from 2 to 7. The mean 

infection and standard deviation were 103.04±52.47 for AUDPC and 5.01±0.99 for entire 
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plant severity (Table 10). Fifty percent of progenies had AUDPC values  lower than 120 

and entire plant severity scores over 5 and lower than 7 (Figure 5 and 6). Only 5.2% of 

descendents were classified as resistant on the second reading. This number was reduced 

in the third reading (Table 11). Therefore, this parental combination is not recommended 

to efficiently produce oat lines with durable resistance.  

The progenies from population 6 varied from 0 to 262.5 for AUDPC and from 3 

to 8 for entire plant severity. The mean and standard deviation were 89.27±71.03 for 

AUDPC and 5.52±1.41 for entire plant severity (Table 10). There was a slight decrease in 

the percentages of resistant lines from the second (32.0%) to third reading (25.8%) (Table 

11). All of the resistant lines scored 7 at the third reading, none had a higher level of 

resistance (8 or 9) (Figure 4E). 50% of the lines had AUDPC values lower than 80 and 

entire plant severities of 6 or 7 (Figure 5 and 6). The differences seen are related to the 

cross combination, and MN05236 seemed to be suitable for crossing with 04AR4134, 

because the number of progeny in population 23 scoring 8 (about 5.0%, data not shown) 

at the third reading was greater when compared to population 6, which did not have any 

progeny scored 8. 

The progenies from population 7 had the smallest range, from 17.5 to 210 for 

AUDPC and from 4 to 7 for entire plant severity. The mean and standard deviation were 

83.07±44.21 for AUDPC and 5.59±0.90 for entire plant severity (Table 10). 13.8% of the 

progeny were considered resistant at the second rust severity reading and 4.0% resistant 

at the last reading (Table 11). In general, the progeny did not have better performance 

than the parental line MN06206 (Figure 4F). Epistasic effects may be influencing crown 

rust resistance in this cross, or resistance could be conferred by the MN06206.  
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Population 8 is from the reciprocal cross in population 1, with progeny AUDPC 

means ranging from 3.5 to 262.5 and entire plant severity ranging from 2 to 8. The mean, 

standard deviation (Table 10), progeny distribution means according to AUDPC (Figure 

5) and frequency distribution of progenies for entire plant score were similar for 

populations 1 and 8 (Figure 4B and 4G). However, 75% of progenies in population 8 had 

entire plant severity higher than 5 instead of 6, as seen in population 1 (Figure 6). The 

percentage of resistant plants in the third reading was 78.5%, slightly lower than for cross 

1 (Table 11). These differences could be due to the smaller sample size analyzed at the 

third rust assessment compared to the second reading.  

In population 9, the frequency distribution of the rust score for the parents on both 

readings was similar (Figure 4H). The AUDPC varied from 3.5 to 367.5 and entire plant 

severity from 2 to 7. The mean and standard deviation were 169.04±63.07 for AUDPC 

and 3.89±0.75 for entire plant severity (Table 10). This parental combination did not 

produce resistant lines. Of a total of 706 lines evaluated, only two were considered 

resistant on the second reading and none at the third reading (Table 11). The percentage 

of susceptible lines having an AUDPC greater than 130 (Figure 5) and entire plant 

severity smaller than 4 (Figure 6) was approximately 80%, while the proportion of lines 

with intermediate resistance was about 20% (Figure 4H). 

Population 10 was derived the reciprocal cross that produced population 9, but 

AUDPC values varied from 28 to 262.5 and entire plant severities from 3 to 6. The mean 

and standard deviation were 130.59±53.42 for AUDPC and 4.52±0.85 for entire plant 

severity (Table 10). No significant differences were found in the frequency distribution of 

entire plant crown rust severity classes among the progenies of populations 9 and 10 
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(Table 12). Population 10 had about 50% of the progenies with at least an intermediate 

level of resistance (Table 12, Figure 4I), while population 9 had only 20%.  

In population 11, the AUDPC values varied from 3.5 to 350 and for entire plant 

severity scores from 2 to 8. The mean and standard deviation were 96.92±66.40 for 

AUDPC and 5.03±1.38 for entire plant severity (Table 10). 17.4% of progenies appeared 

to be resistant at the second reading while less than 7.0% of the 620 lines in this 

population remained resistant at the third reading (Table 11). It was clear from the 

frequency distribution chart (Figure 4J) that the infection scores increased in frequency 

with time in this population. 

Parent MN06206 showed similar results when compared with MN06210 (Figure 

4F, Figure 4K). The population 23 had the same progeny variation for entire plant score 

as population 23. The mean and standard deviation were 104.61±76.15 for AUDPC and 

5.42±1.51 for entire plant severity (Table 10). In addition, population 12 had more 

resistant lines on the second reading when compared with population 11 (Table 11). 

Population 12 also had a larger proportion of low disease scores when compared with 

population 11. The number of resistant lines at the second reading was 17.4 and 29.9%, 

for population 11 and 12, respectively. Only 10.1% of lines were resistant  in population 

12 and 6.9% in population 11 after 3 readings (Table 11).  

Parent HiFi Reselect, created by NDSU, has shown good durable resistance 

according to our studies conducted at the University of Minnesota (Figure 4L). However, 

we cannot be assured of these results because the line was evaluated only in a single hill 

plot, thus, more studies regarding this line are necessary. The AUDPC for population 13, 

with the parent HiFi Reselect, varied in the same way as population 12, except that no 
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plants scored 9 at the second reading. The mean and standard deviation were 96.54±87.69 

for AUDPC and 5.29±1.68 for entire plant score (Table 10). 32.4% lines were resistant at 

the second reading and all these resistant lines maintained that resistance at the third 

reading (Table 11). Among the crosses examined in our study, this cross was the most 

reliable source of slow-rusting although it produced a lower percentage of resistant lines 

than many other crosses.  

Only population 1 and 12 had plants scoring 9 at the second reading. Populations 

1, 23, 6, 8, 11, 12 and 13 had plants scoring 8 at the second reading. Within populations, 

lines with AUDPC of 0 and 3.5 were found, while for the checks Portage (shown in the 

Figure 5 and Figure 6 as #900) and MN841801 (shown in the Figure 5 and Figure 6 as 

#801), the mean was 166.56 and 88.49, respectively. These comparisons ensured the 

production of oat lines with reliable resistance to crown rust. 

Evaluations of entire plant crown rust severity showed an increase in resistance in 

F6:7 progeny means in relation to the mid-parent values (MP) in populations 1, 23, 45, 7, 

10 and 12; although, the increases observed in populations 1, 23 and 12 were smaller than 

2.5% (Table 13). The greatest increases obtained were in populations 10 (12.0%) and 7 

(8.2%). Decreases in resistance were found in the study with populations 13 (-11.8%) and 

6 (-8,0%), having the greatest decreases. A significant correlation between F6:7 and MP 

(r=0.89, p=0.0002) and non-significant correlation between MP and deviation of the F6:7 

mean from the MP (r=-0.52, p=0.1051) were found (Figure 7 and 8). 
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Analyses of individual populations in West Carleton, Ontario, Canada 

In Canada, the means for crown rust severity of the parental lines varied from 0 

for MN06210 to 1.71 for MN05236 (Table 14). Most of the parental lines were placed in 

the resistant class (mean disease score 0 or 1), except for MN05236 which had an 

intermediate level of resistance (1.71). Continuous variation within populations was 

found and progenies varied from 0 to 5 for all crosses, except population 1, where the 

range was from 0 to 4. Population 9 produced only 2 susceptible lines (Table 15). 

According to the combined disease resistance scores in the 5 populations tested, 72.6% 

were resistant (class 0-1), 22.5% were intermediate (class 2-3) and 5.0% were susceptible 

(class 4-5) (Figure 9A). 

 In population 1, the mean infection score and standard deviation were 0.84±0.73 

(Table 14). 86.28% of lines produced were resistant and only 4 lines (less than 1%) were 

susceptible; the remaining lines had intermediate levels of resistance (Table 15, Figure 

9B).  

Population 23 had a mean severity score and standard deviation of 1.68±1.00 

(Table 14). As shown in the population means comparison analyses, population 23 

possessed the highest mean infection and the lowest proportion of resistant lines (54.3%) 

of the populations evaluated in Canada (Table 15, Figure 9C). 

The reciprocal of population 1, population 8, had a mean severity score and 

standard deviation of 1.51±1.12 (Table 14). This population did not produce the same 

proportion of resistant lines as population 1 (Table 15, Figure 9D). 
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Population 9 had the lowest mean severity score in the study, 0.73, a with 

standard deviation 0.72 (Table 14). In addition, most of the lines produced were resistant 

(93.54%) and less than 1% were susceptible (Figure 9E).  

The progenies from cross 11 had a mean severity score of 1.04 and standard 

deviation of 1.51, which was the largest mean recorded among the populations tested and 

represented a large variance around the mean. Population 11 produced 79.5% resistant 

lines (Figure 9F). 

Correlation between traits 

The linear model for correlation between plant infection and flag leaf severity was 

fitted in all populations (P<0.0001). These traits were highly correlated for all 

populations at both the first (r=-0.648, P<0.0001) and second readings (r=-0.867, 

P<0.0001); The r-values for individual populations ranged from -0.422 to -0.785 at the 

first reading in populations 7 and 1, respectively  and from -0.683 to -0.920 at the second 

reading in populations 10 and 13, respectively (Table 16). 

With the exception of population 10, all populations correlations increased from 

the first to the second reading. Presumably the better correlations are associated with the 

closer reading of the two traits. Chen and Line (1995) also reported high correlations 

between plant severity and disease intensity on the flag leaf working on stripe rust of 

wheat and concluded that the genes that control rust severity have a strong effect on 

disease intensity. 
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Estimated number of genes controlling crown rust resistance 

The estimated number of genes controlling crown rust resistance varied according 

to the crosses made. The number of genes was estimated only for St. Paul because the 

formula used was associated with AUDPC values and this trait was not evaluated in West 

Carleton. From our estimate, cross 1 had the largest estimated number of genes 

controlling resistance, while cross 45 had the fewest (Table 17). The phenotypic 

correlation was non-significant (r=-0.386, p=0.3453) between population mean AUDPC 

and the number of estimated genes (Figure 11). Crosses involving either a single resistant 

line or two intermediate or resistant lines had more genes controlling the trait when 

compared with lines from crosses of an intermediate and a susceptible line or two 

susceptible lines, except for cross 9, which had high phenotypic variation within 

progenies (3.5 – 367.5) and consequently a higher number of genes were detected (Table 

17).  

The population sample size used in our analysis appeared to be large enough to 

estimate the number of segregating genes from analysis of an individual year. However, 

data from combined years would provide more power for estimating the progenies’ 

variances and consequently the number of genes conferring resistance. The number of 

genes controlling crown rust resistance was not calculated for populations 6 and 13 

because the data related to the parents were insufficiently robust (no replicates) and not 

reported for population 7 as the result was negative.  
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Conclusions 

In conclusion, according to the population mean values observed, the covariance 

analyses as a cross prediction method was not reliable. In St. Paul, the greatest disease 

resistance level was observed in populations 1 and 8 (covariance=-0.2640) and the lowest 

in populations 9 and 10 (covariance=-0.0912). Population 23 had positive covariance 

among parents (covariance=0.5304) and according to our hypothesis should have had the 

greatest level of susceptibility; but it ranked as the third most resistant population. In 

Canada, populations 23 (covariance=0.5304) and 8 (covariance=-0.2640) had similar 

performances, but were inferior to populations 9, 1 and 11, possessing covariances of -

0.0912, -0.2640 and -0.5488, respectively. Hence, the populations did not follow the 

resistance levels expected from the covariance analysis. These findings were enough to 

question efficiency of this methodology.  

Transgressive segregation for susceptibility and resistance occurred frequently 

within all populations. These extreme phenotypes are produced when multiple alleles at 

multiple loci, originating from different parents recombine in the hybrids (Bell and 

Travis, 2005), producing offspring that exceed from the parental lines’ range for the 

specific trait measured. If present, transgressive segregation can be related to traits 

controlled by several genes with small effects (polygenic inheritance) or additive gene 

action. There are many mechanisms that could be responsible for transgressive 

segregation in hybrids such as: an elevated mutation rate, reduced developmental 

stability, epistatic effects between alleles (complementation), overdominance caused by 

heterozygosity at specific loci or chromosome number variation (Rieseberg et al., 1999). 

If transgressive segregation is absent from a cross between a resistant and a susceptible 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epistasis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allele
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overdominance
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variety, it is supposed that the susceptible line does not contribute any resistance genes to 

the progeny (Zhang et al., 2001). On the other hand, when segregation for susceptibility 

is observed in the crosses between resistant/slow-rusting parents, it indicates that the 

genes for resistance in both parents may be different (Bjarko and Line, 1988; Das et al., 

1992) and if no transgressive segregation is observed, it suggests that the lines share 

common genes for resistance (Zhang et al., 2001).  

Considering the results from St. Paul and the parental lines involved in the study, 

some other conclusions can be drawn. Populations 1, 8 and 13 were from crosses 

involving a resistant and an intermediate resistant line. Whenever making such crosses, 

the probability of producing resistant progenies was over 31% at the third reading, with 

entire plant severity values equal or greater than the most resistant parent. These results 

agreed with those of Zhang et al. (2001) working on stripe rust resistance in wheat 

cultivars, who reported when they crossed two resistant lines, that 52% of the F3 lines had 

AUDPC values lower than the most resistant parent while 13.9% had AUDPC higher 

than the susceptible parent. 

When crossing two lines with intermediate level of resistance, we found the 

proportion of resistant lines produced was similar, being 35.2 and 32.0% on the second 

reading and 24.7 and 25.8% on the third reading, for populations 23 and 6, respectively 

(Table 11). Considering all populations, these two had the greatest transgressive 

segregation toward resistance. 

For crosses involving intermediate and resistant lines, a high proportion of 

progenies had disease severities considerably greater than the parents. Navabi et al. 

(2003), working on leaf rust in wheat, reported in these cases that some of the additive 
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genes in the parents were nonallelic, and that additive effects appeared to more important 

than nonadditive gene effects in the inheritance of adult-plant resistance. 

When we crossed a line with intermediate level of resistance and a susceptible 

line it was hard to predict the resistance of the progenies. In crosses involving such 

parental pairs, the percentage of resistant lines on the second entire plant severity reading 

were 5.2, 13.8, 17.4 and 29.9% for populations 45, 7, 11 and 12, respectively (Table 11). 

The percentage of resistant lines decreased to 2.8, 4.3, 6.9 and 10.3%, respectively, on the 

third reading for the same populations. Transgressive segregants were observed more 

frequently in populations 11 and 12 when compared to populations 45 and 7. Within 

these four populations, crosses possessing the most negative covariance produced more 

resistant lines. Therefore, covariance could predict resistance when comparing crosses 

among groups of parents possessing the same level of resistance, but repeated analyses is 

recommended to increase the accuracy of the results. 

Populations 9 and 10 were obtained by crossing two susceptible lines. However, 

they did not have a significant number of resistant progenies at the second rust severity 

reading. In both populations, segregation occurred only toward intermediate resistance.  

According to Herrera-Foessel et al. (2008) and Chen and Line (1995), whenever 

population means lean more toward the susceptible parent, it indicates the partially 

recessive nature of resistance and thus resistance is not likely from additive effects. This 

was the case in population 13 and it appears these lines have poor combining ability. 

Barcellos et al. (2000), working with leaf rust resistance in wheat, advanced F2 progenies 

to F6 and showed that resistant plants maintained their resistance, while susceptible 

selections segregated for resistance, thus confirming the recessive nature of the 
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resistance. On the other hand, if a population mean leans toward the resistant parent, it 

indicates that some of the genes could have nonadditive effects or dominance. This was 

the case in populations 45 and 10. In addition, if a population mean corresponds to the 

mid-parental values, there is a lack of dominance and additive effects were the 

predominant mode of inheritance for the trait (Herrera-Foessel et al., 2008). This trend 

was seen in populations 1, 23, 8, 11, 12 (Table 13). Staletic et al. (2008) suggested that 

combinations showing somewhat higher resistance in progenies compared to the parents 

are probably due primarily to gene interaction. For most of the crosses involving 

MN05236, the progeny means was similar to mid-parent values, except for cross 45. 

Populations 1, 23, 45 and 8 had parent MN05236 in common. Segregating 

progenies from population 45 displayed less segregation for disease severity than the 

other populations, indicating that both parents may share some specific genes (Navabi et 

al., 2003; Herrera-Foessel et al., 2008) and/or a reduced number of unique genes involved 

in resistance. The same feature was observed for populations 7 and 12, which share 

MN06206 as common parent, but for population 7 less segregation was observed when 

compared with population 12. Population 23 and 6 had 04AR4134 in common and 

population 6 displayed less segregation, so possibly 04AR4134 and MN05145 share 

same genes for resistance. Both parents had about 25% resistant lines in the final plant 

severity reading and we can assume that much of the resistance in these populations came 

from parent 04AR4134.  

In addition, parents 04AR4134 and MN06135 individually gave a superior 

performance in all cross combinations where they were included. These lines possibly 

possess the most important effective genes which were passed to the descendents. 
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Therefore, the genetic background of the lines that these resistant sources are crossed 

with is important, as different frequency distributions were observed according to the line 

used as the second parent.  

The lack of discrete classes in the segregating progenies within populations may 

be due to low heritability and/or segregation of several factors. The lack of a normal 

distribution may be due to the presence of dominance, epistasis or linkage between the 

crown rust resistance genes (Bjarko and Line, 1988). This continuous distribution 

observed for disease severity in the segregating populations indicated the presence of 

several genes with minor effects controlling resistance (Barbosa-Prestes et al., 2008). The 

large number of possible gene combinations among parental lines increases the amplitude 

of phenotypic distribution among progenies (Wesp et al. 2008). The largest variability for 

AUDPC was found in populations 23, 12 and 13, where values varied from 3.5 to 385. 

For entire plant severity, the greatest variation was observed in populations 1 and 12, 

from 2 to 9. This high variability for resistance within populations is very important, 

because it means available variability for selection (Barbosa-Prestes et al., 2008). 

In populations 1, 8 and 13, a high proportion of progenies performed better than 

either parent. This could be due to epistatic effects from the parental recombination. The 

high proportion of resistant lines found in the third reading in populations 1, 23, 6, 8 and 

13 can be used to detect slow-rusting, which can play a fundamental role in durable 

resistance. However, the resistant lines from population 13 remained in the same 

proportion from the second to the third reading (32%). Population 13 demonstrated 

transgressive segregants only for susceptibility, thus any resistance in the progenies is 

believed to come from HiFi Reselect.  
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According to the patterns observed in all crosses made and their progenies, parent 

MN05236 is recommended for crosses with parents having a higher level of crown rust 

resistance. 

In the reciprocal crosses, populations 1 and 8, no differences in disease severity 

means and proportion of resistant progenies produced were evident. In populations 9 and 

10 a slight difference in disease severity means was observed, but no differences in the 

proportion of resistant progenies was evident. The disease mean severity indicated that 

these crosses had the greatest susceptibility among the crosses tested. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that maternal effects are not involved in controlling crown rust resistance in 

populations 9 and 10. The same conclusion that mean severity values were not 

significantly different for reciprocal crosses was reported by Barcellos et al. (2000) 

working with leaf rust resistance in wheat and Ayers et al. (1981) working in stem rust 

resistance in wheat. In contrast, the results from reciprocal crosses tested in Canada 

differed from the results in St. Paul. In populations 1 and 8 there were differences in the 

means for disease severity and in the proportion of resistant lines produced. This could be 

related to maternal effects conferring resistance to different Puccinia coronata races 

which were not present in Minnesota. 

In Canada, population 1 had more than 30% progenies segregating toward 

resistance. The same pattern was observed in population 9, however, more than 95% of 

the progeny segregated toward resistance. This indicated that some of the genes had 

additive effects from epistatic combinations among parental lines (Staletic et al. 2008). 

According Herrera-Foessel et al. (2008) and Chen and Line (1995), for populations 23 

and 11 where the means lean more toward the susceptible parent, the resistance is likely 
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partially recessive in nature and not attributed to additive effects. Also, the lines in 

population 11 did not demonstrate greater resistance than the most resistant parent. 

Populations 9 and 11 did not have a reliable number of parental lines replicated/evaluated 

and therefore transgressive susceptibility may have been higher if more replicates were 

screened. On the other hand, populations 8 and 23 had resistant transgressive segregants 

equaling 9 and 4%, respectively. Most segregants were susceptible and these parental 

combinations are not recommended as a source of crown rust resistance for Canadian oat 

lines. 

Because transgressive segregants were observed in all crosses indicating that 

variability for resistance was still available, it is possible that more genes can be 

combined to achieve plant types with lower disease severity (Herrera-Foessel et al., 

2008). The combination of quantitative resistance and transgressive segregation is 

indicative of multigenic resistance operating in an additive way (Arama et al., 2000). 

Regarding genes controlling crown rust resistance, a larger number was found 

when crossing lines with greater resistance. This result agreed with a study from Bjarko 

and Line (1988) where the number of genes estimated to be segregating for leaf rust 

resistance in wheat was greater for resistant x resistant than resistant x susceptible 

crosses. 

The generally low AUDPC (greater resistance) in the populations included in this 

study did not reflect in a higher number of estimated genes controlling crown rust 

resistance. Ayers et al. (1981), working with stem rust in wheat, similarly did not find a 

relationship between the number of genes in individual F6 progenies and AUDPC. 

Conversely, Herrera-Foessel et al. (2008) evaluating 28 F5 populations for leaf rust in 
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wheat found a positive relationship between low disease severities and a larger number of 

genes. 

The number of genes found could be the effect of linked genes that could 

segregate as a group of effective factors, and in advanced generations this number 

increased because linkage groups continue to be broken (Milus and Line, 1986). If this 

were true the formulae would estimate the number of effective factors, and thus the 

number of individual genes would be assumed to be greater (Chen and Line, 1995).  

According to the correlations between progenies and mid-parental values (MP), as 

calculated in Minnesota, a high resistance level in the parents (large MP) produced lines 

with greater resistance (Figure 7). In addition, high MP contributed to small percentage 

deviations in disease severity means of F6:7 progenies from the MP (Figure 8).  

Minnesota, in the United States, and Ontario, in Canada, are different 

environments and the existence and effect of different virulent races of Puccinia coronata 

is clear. Both these factors could have affected the inheritance and genetic control of 

crown rust resistance. If the resistance was complete, we would expect the results to be 

similar at both locations for all populations, but as the resistance is incomplete, we might 

expect to find differences in expression of the resistance according to the different host-

pathogen-environment interactions.  

Several of the lines examined in this study produced had high levels of resistance. 

The nature and pedigree of the parental lines combined with the population analyses led 

us to define such resistance in most of the crosses as polygenic with additive gene effects 

as the major contributor. In most of the cases, when resistance in the parents was 

controlled by different genes, the resistance genes could be combined to develop cultivars 
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with a broader genetic basis and a higher degree of resistance, which may be more 

durable (Chen and Line, 1995).  

From these analyses we conclude that breeding programs at both locations must 

be based on different methods when deciding parental combinations used. In Minnesota, 

selecting parents with low infection means (intermediate and/or resistant) and negative 

covariance is recommended in intercrosses to produce progenies with transgressive 

segregation toward resistance. We recommend the use of resistant lines from populations 

1, 23, 6, 8 and 13 in the Upper Midwest of the United States as potential sources of 

resistance that can be used to develop commercial lines in breeding programs. In Canada, 

resistant lines from crosses 1 and 9 are recommended for improvement of resistance. 

Generally, population 1 is highly recommended because it produced significant resistance 

at both locations. Moreover, intercrosses among these high performance lines from 

different populations within locations could produce lines with superior additive effects 

due to genetic interaction between parental lines. However, more detailed studies 

involving these lines to determine the mechanism and inheritance of resistance are 

recommended. 

In addition, selection of resistant lines must be done under a large spectrum of 

virulence. It also should be noted that selection pressure for plants with very low leaf rust 

severity in the early segregating generations may result in selection against the 

heterozygous plants that would ultimately be capable of producing progenies with higher 

levels of resistance (Navabi et al., 2003). Thus, estimates of heritability define the most 

appropriate time for selection. Estimations of narrow-sense heritability for leaf slow-

rusting resistance ranged from 77 to 94% (Herrera-Foessel et al., 2008) and were about 
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96% for Navabi et al. (2003) working with wheat using F5 populations. Barbosa-Prestes 

et al. (2008), working in an oat population, found broad-sense heritability estimated 

values averaging 25% from F2 to F4, which means that resistance in this crosses may not 

be transmitted so easily in early generations. In later generations (F5 and F6), these values 

were about 95%. Thus, selection in late generations is more reliable for rust resistance. 

High values of narrow-sense heritabilities indicate that the effects of resistance genes are 

mostly additive (Chen and Line, 1995). In addition, in early generations, where the 

heterozigosity level is higher, traits such as crown rust resistance may be more influenced 

by environmental effects. 

High significant correlations between two disease screening methods (flag leaf 

and entire plant severity) were found in the study at St. Paul, Minnesota. Thus, either of 

these methods could be used to screen plants for crown rust resistance. However, both 

methods used together are recommended because high severity on the flag leaf depends 

also on the environmental conditions. The entire plant infection also depends on the 

microclimate created within the experimental plots. Experimental designs can favor high 

moisture content with increased plant density and irrigation, which maintains free water 

on the leaves (especially the bottom leaves), favoring the germination and development 

of the Puccinia coronata, which infects lower leaves first and later spreads to the upper 

canopy. We recommend at least three flag leaf severity readings for AUDPC with 

readings separated by a week and only one observation for entire plant severity, done on 

the last flag leaf severity evaluation. 
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Tables 

Table 1. Examples of varieties, year released, genes involved in resistance and year 
resistance became ineffective in oat varieties from United States. 

Variety Year released Gene (s) involved Year resistance became ineffective 

Steele 1984 Pc 38 + Pc 39 1989 

Don 1986 Pc 61 1989 

Hazel 1986 Pc 60 1990 

Valley 1988 Pc 38 + Pc 39 1989 

Troy 1991 PI 267989 1996 

Morton 2001 IA B605Xsel 2009 

Kame 2005 IA B605Xsel 2008 

Source: Dr. Howard Rines, 2010 (personal communication). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2. Varieties, year released, genes involved in resistance and year resistance became 
ineffective in oat varieties from Canada. 

Variety Year released Gene (s) involved Year resistance became ineffective 

Fidler 1980 Pc 38 1989 

Dumont 1982 Pc 38 + Pc 39 1989 

Riel 1985 Pc 38 + Pc 39 1989 

AC Assiniboia 1994 Pc 38 + Pc 39 + Pc 68 2001 

Ronald 1994 Pc 38 + Pc 39 + Pc 68 2001 

Triple Crown 1998 Pc 48 1999 

AC Aylmer 2000 Pc 68 2008 
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Manotick 2002 Pc 68 2008 

Leggett 2004 Pc 68 + Pc 94 2007 

HiFi 2006 Pc 91 2007 

Source: Dr. Howard Rines, 2010 (personal communication). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Table 3. Breeding scheme – timeline, average population size, number of panicles harvested per hill plot, selection applied and 
locations. 

Generation Population size 
(average) 

Number of panicles 
harvested per hill plot 

Selection Year  Location  

Crosses 6 crosses  1-4  Fall 06  St. Paul, MN 

F1 1  1  Spring 07 St. Paul, MN 

F2 200-250 1 Selection against 
undersirable 
agronomic traits 

Summer 07  St. Paul, MN 

F3 50 5 Selection among 
populations 

Winter 07-08  Christchurch, NZ 

F4 250 1 Selection against 
BYDV 

Summer 08  St. Paul, MN  

F5 200 5 No selection Winter 08-09  Palmerston, New Zealand 

F6 1000 1 Selection for 
crown rust 
resistance 

Summer 09  St. Paul and Rsmt, USA 
and West Carleton, Canada 

F7 100 Bulk 
 

 Winter 09-10 Christchurch, NZ  and 
Baton Rouge, LA 

Table 4. Potential parent lines, their pedigree and rust screening analysis on adult plants in different locations.  
  2005 2005 2006 2006 Canada Nursery  
Lines Pedigree Rosemount Rosemount St. Paul St. Paul Palmerston Lindsay Navan Argentina
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1** 2** 1** 2** 0-5 0-5 0-5 score 
MN02225 OA982-6/Leonard 5 ms-s 8 ms-s 5R-S 3MS-S 2 2 3 R 
MN02231 MN98148/SA96488 tr s-mr 5 ms-s TMR 5MS-S 1 3 2 MR 
MN03205 OA982-6/MN97203 15 mr-s 5 mr-s 3MR-MS 15MS-S 1 3 1 R 
MN05106 MN841855/MN00206 5 ms-mr tr mr 3MR-S 5R-S 3 3 0 R 
MN05123 Morton/IL99-912 tr mr-r tr r-mr TR-MR 3MR-MS 2 2 0  
MN05131 MN01117/IL99-912 5 mr-ms 5 mr-r 30MR 20MR-MS 4 3 0  
MN05134 IL99-8803/MN01135 tr mr-ms tr mr-r N/A N/A     
MN05145 Sask01T-504-02-153/MN01117 10 ms-mr tr mr 5MS-S 10MR-MS 3 2 0 MS 
MN05147 Sask01T-608-02-013/MN01117 >20 tr mr 10MS-S 5MS-S 1 3 0  
MN05155 SA01511/IL95-1241 5 mr-ms 5 r-mr N/A N/A     
MN05222 Sesqui/Sask01T-602-05-06 tr r-mr tr r-mr 10MR-S 5MS-S 3 2 1  
MN05223 Sask01T-505-01-145/Sesqui tr mr-r 15 ms-s 15MR-MS 5MR-MS     
MN05236 Sask01T-602-05-06/Wabasha tr mr-r 15 ms-mr 20MR-S 5MS-S 2 3 0  
MN05237 Sask01T-505-01-145/IL99-912 tr r-mr tr ms-mr 5RM-R 20MR-S 1 3 3  
MN06101 MN98133/SDX11653 0  3MR-S 5MS-S     
MN06106 ND981502/SDX12500 tr r  TR-MR 10RM-R 1 4 3  
MN06107 SD986600/ND981502 tr mr  5MR-S TR-MR     
MN06120 Morton/IL99-8803 0  0 TMR-MS 2 3 0  
MN06123 IL95-1241/MN01117 8 mr-r  5MR-MS 30MS-S  5 4  

+Disease screening method: 0 (resistant) – 5 (susceptible). 
*Score in bold is from 2007 field evaluation; all the others are from 2006. Lines selected for use in the study are highlighted in red. 
**The number represents the percentage of crown rust infection; the following letters represent the infection types. Both on the flag leaf. 
TR/tr represents trace (less than 3% infected). N/A represents no symptoms. Blank fields are lines not evaluated for crown rust.  
Table 4. Continued. 
  2005 2005 2006 2006 Canada Nursery  

Rosemount Rosemount St. Paul St. Paul Palmerston Lindsay Navan Argentina 
Lines Pedigree 1** 2** 1** 2** 0-5 0-5 0-5 score 
MN06130 Sask01T-602-05-06/MN01117 5 ms-s  3MR-MS 5MR-S     
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MN06131 SA01511/IL95-1241 tr ms-s  10MR-S 5MR-S     
MN06135 Sesqui*2/Bettong tr-r   TR-MR TMR 1 2 2   
MN06147 Amagalon/Ogle//Jim/3/Wabasha tr mr  TR-MS TMR  4 2  
MN06206 ND981502/SDX12500 tr r  3RM-R TR-MR  5 1  
MN06207 SD986600/ND981502 tr mr-ms  5RM-R 5M-R  5 1  
MN06208 S00915/O10082 tr r  5MR-S 5RM-S     
MN06210 Sesqui/WIX7571-1 tr ms-mr  10MR-MS 15MR-S  5 1  
MN06211 Sesqui/LA976GBI-22 tr mr  0-W W     
MN06213 Morton/IL99-8803 0  TM-RS 0     
MN06219 MN01135/LA976GBI-22 tr mr  TS-W 0-W     
MN06220 WIX7571-1/Wabasha tr ms-s  15MR-S 20MR-MS  5 3  
MN06231 IL99-3903/Sask01T-608-02-013 18 ms-mr  10MR-MS 10MR-MS  3 2  
MN06232 SA01508/IL99-8803 tr mr-ms  3MS-S 5MS-S  4 3  
MN06234 Morton/IL99-3903 tr ms  3MS-S 10MR-S  3 1  
MN06241 Sask01T-504-06-244/Wabasha tr ms-mr  5MS-S TR-MS     
MN06243 NO191-1/MN00206 0  5RM-R 5MR-MS  5 2  
MN06246 MN841863 / MN00227 tr ms-mr  10RM-S 10R-S     
04AR4134 QR1779/Sesqui N/A  N/A N/A     
HiFi Relect ND9508252-9 N/A  3MS-S 5MR-MS     

+Disease screening method: 0 (resistant) – 5 (susceptible). 
*Score in bold is from 2007 field evaluation; all the others are from 2006. Lines selected for use in the study are highlighted in red. 
**The number represents the percentage of crown rust infection; the following letters represent the infection types. Both on the flag leaf. 
TR/tr represents trace (less than 3% infected). N/A represents no symptoms. Blank fields are lines not evaluated for crown rust.  
Table 5. Covariance analysis and number of progenies sown per generation. 

              F6 #     

Population Cross Covariance F3 # F4 # F5 # St. Paul RSMT** Canada  F7 # 

1 MN06135/MN05236 -0.2640 59 285 253 1,241 1,137 485 78
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23 MN05236/04AR4134 0.5304 105 528 441 2,174 2,077 873 55

45 MN05236/MN06107 -0.1632 109 495 50 245 245 0 0

6 04AR4134/MN05145 -0.0464 22 217 25 124 124 0 0

7 MN05237/MN06206 -0.4352 38 190 25 125 125 0 0

8 MN05236/MN06135 -0.2640 38 180 172 798 636 306 34

9 MN06231/MN05131 -0.0912 40 200 182 834 816 334 0

10 MN05131/MN06231 -0.0912 35 175 25 125 125 0 0

11 MN03205/MN06210 -0.5488 32 160 143 705 705 280 3

12 MN06206/MN03205 -0.5864 9 81 78 388 390 0 3

13 MN06243/HiFi Reselect -0.0704 11 45 25 119 114 0 3

  TOTAL   498 2,556 1,419 6,878 6,494 2,424 176

*F2 population size is estimated about 3 times more than F3 population size. 
**Rosemount, Minnesota. 

 



 

Table 6. Genetic analyses performed on the population mean values based on the second reading for disease severity (in the U.S.). 

Population Covariance Flag leaf a +++ AUDPCa ++ Entire Plantb + 

1 -0.2640 2.85 A 3.73 A 6.39 A 

8 -0.2640 2.94  A 3.83 A       6.09 A 

23 0.5304 3.17     B  4.22    B 5.68    B 

7 -0.4352 3.33       CD    4.41      CD 5.58    B 

6 -0.0464 3.27     BC  4.32    BC 5.51    BC 

12 -0.5864 3.41           DE 4.43      CDE 5.42    BC 

13 -0.0704 3.31        CD 4.31    BC 5.29       CD 

11 -0.5488 3.40           DE 4.43      CDE 5.03          D 

45 -0.1632 3.49             E 4.58          E 5.02          D 

MN841801 - 3.35        CD 4.55        DE 4.98          D 

10 -0.0912 3.68                F 4.87            F 4.52             E 

9 -0.0912 3.90                  G 5.12               G 3.89               F 

Portage - 3.82                  G 5.14               G 2.88                 G    

Means with the same letter are not significantly different (α=0.05). 
aValues based on Log (X + 10). Plants scored according to the percentage of flag leaf infection, scale based on the modified Cobb scale. 
bPlants scored using a 1 – 9 scale, where 1 was heavily infected and 9 was absent of crown rust infection. 
+     F = 241.56. 
++   F = 167.55. 
+++ F = 176.62.  

 

 

 
Table 7. Chi-square analysis of the proportion of resistant lines produced by each cross (in the U.S.). 
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Population 1 23 45 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Resistant 592 717 11 31 13 344 2 0 108 103 35 

Total 1,224 2,036 213 97 94 756 706 109 620 345 108 

R lines (%) 48.4 35.2 5.2 32.0 13.8 45.5 0.3 0.0 17.4 29.9 32.4 

1  55.008 139.039 9.709 41.931 1.537 485.880 94.837 167.355 37.375 10.145 
  <.0001  <.0001 0.0018 <.0001 0.215  <.0001 <.0001  <.0001  <.0001 0.001 

23   79.548 0.431 18.243 24.759 330.668 57.659 70.297 3.755 0.355 
    <.0001 0.511 <.0001  <.0001  <.0001 <.0001  <.0001 0.053 0.551 

45    40.853 6.796 116.483 225.373 5.828 19.445 49.387 43.324 

    <.0001 0.0091  <.0001  <.0001 0.0158  <.0001  <.0001  <.0001 

6     8.849 6.401 217.137 41.006 11.346 0.159 0.005 
     0.0029 0.0114  <.0001 <.0001 0.0008 0.690 0.945 

7      34.429 82.740 16.106 0.747 9.758 9.575 

       <.0001  <.0001 <.0001 0.387 0.0018 0.002 

8       413.221 82.346 121.792 24.051 6.581 
        <.0001 <.0001  <.0001  <.0001 0.0103 

9        0.310 127.420 225.373 222.788 

        0.578  <.0001  <.0001  <.0001 

10         22.289 42.091 13.090 

          <.0001  <.0001 0.0003 

11          20.064 13.090 
           <.0001 0.0003 

12           0.253 
           0.615 

Chi-square value followed by significance. Bold values are significant at α=0.05. 
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Table 8. Genetic analyses performed on the population mean values based on plant 
disease severity (in Canada). 

Population Cross Covariance Plant Severitya + 

9 MN06231/MN05131 -0.0912 2.37 A 

1 MN06135/MN05236 -0.2640 2.38 A 

11 MN03205/MN06210 -0.5488 2.39 A 

8 MN05236/MN06135 -0.2640 2.44    B 

MN841801 - - 2.44    B 

23 MN05236/04AR4134 0.5304 2.45    B 

Starter - - 2.58       C 

Portage - - 2.61       C 

Means with the same letter are not significantly different (α=0.05). 
aValues based on Log (X + 10). Plants scored according to a 0 – 5 scale, where 0 was absent of crown rust 
and 5 was heavily infected. 
+ F = 71.58. 
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Table 9. Chi-square analysis of the proportion of resistant lines produced by each cross 
(in Canada). 

Population 1 23 8 9 11 

Resistant 371 395 189 304 198 

Total 430 728 276 325 249 

R lines (%) 86.3 54.3 68.5 93.5 79.5 

1  123.782 32.473 10.297 5.309 

   <.0001  <.0001 0.0013 0.0212 

23   16.631 155.350 49.625 

    <.0001  <.0001   <.0001 

8    63.587 8.234 

     <.0001 0.0041 

9     25.263 

      <.0001 

Chi-square value followed by significance. Bold values are significant at α=0.05. 
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Table 10. Descriptive statistics of AUDPC and entire plant score of parental lines and 
progenies evaluated in the United States. 

Parent/Pop. 
number Covariance 

Number 
of hills AUDPC 

Standard 
Deviation Range 

Plant 
Score 

Standard 
Deviation Range 

MN06135  4 19.25 14.71 3.5 – 35 7.50 0.58 7 - 8 

MN05236  11 88.45 33.79 38.5 - 150.5 5.09 0.70 4 - 6 

04AR4134  5 65.10 30.27 17.5 - 87.5 6.00 0.71 5- 7 

MN06107  4 101.50 24.91 80.5 - 129.5 4.50 0.58 4 - 5 

MN05145  1 56.00 *  * 6.00 * * 

MN05237  2 157.50 98.99 87.5 - 227.5 4.00 1.41 3 - 5 

MN06206  3 24.50 28.65 0 - 56 6.33 0.58 6 - 7 

MN06231  3 145.83 21.39 122.5 - 164.5 3.67 0.58 3 - 4 

MN05131  5 139.30 31.44 112 - 192.5 4.40 0.55 4 - 5 

MN03205  3 126.00 27.78 105 - 157.5 4.33 0.58 4 - 5 

MN06210  2 31.50 19.80 17.5 - 45.5 6.00 1.41 5 - 7 

MN06243  1 133.00 *  * 5.00 * * 

HiFi Resel  1 10.50 * * 7.00 * * 

 1  -0.2640 1224 49.10 49.80 0 - 315 6.39 1.24 2 - 9 

 23  0.5304 2036 83.19 72.92 3.5 - 385 5.68 1.58 2 - 8 

 45  -0.1632 213 103.04 52.47 3.5-227.5 5.01 0.99 2 - 7 

 6  -0.0464 97 89.27 71.03 0 - 262.5 5.52 1.41 3 - 8 

 7  -0.4352 94 83.07 44.21 17.5 - 210 5.59 0.90 4 - 7 

 8  -0.2640 756 51.94 50.04 3.5 - 262.5 6.09 1.39 2 - 8 

 9  -0.0912 706 169.04 63.07 3.5 - 367.5 3.89 0.75 2 - 7 

 10  -0.0912 109 130.59 53.42 28 - 262.5 4.52 0.85 3 - 6 

 11 -0.5488  620 96.92 66.40 3.5-350 5.03 1.38 2 - 8 

 12 -0.5864  345 104.61 76.15 3.5 - 385 5.42 1.51 2 - 9 

 13 -0.0704  108 96.54 87.69 7 - 385 5.29 1.68 2 - 8 

* Descriptive statistics not presented because no replicates were available. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table 11. Analyzes of resistant lines (scoring 7, 8 or 9) on the second and third crown rust readings based on the entire plant (in the 
U.S.). 

Cross 
Number of 
hills 

Resistant 
lines on the 
2nd reading 

Percentage 
of total –   
2nd reading 

Number of 
hills analyzed 
a 3rd time 

Resistant 
lines on the 
3rd reading 

Still 
resistant on 
the 3rd 
reading* 

 
Percentage 
of total – 
3rd reading 

1 1,224 592 48.4 545 468 85.9 38.2 
23 2,036 717 35.2 608 503 82.7 24.7 
45 213 11 5.2 8 6 75.0 2.8 
6 97 31 32.0 31 25 80.6 25.8 
7 94 13 13.8 13 4 30.8 4.3 
8 756 344 45.5 340 267 78.5 35.3 
9 706 2 0.3 2 0 0.0 0.0 

10 109 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
11 620 108 17.4 78 43 55.1 6.9 
12 345 103 29.9 100 35 35.0 10.1 
13 108 35 32.4 34 34 100.0 31.5 

Total 6,308 1,955 31.0 1,759 1,385 78.7 22.0 

*Percentage of lines that maintained resistance from the 2nd to the 3rd reading. 
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Table 12. Distribution of F6:7 lines according to the entire plant severity readings (in the 
U.S.).  

  No. of F6:7 lines in each entire plant rust severity class  
Pop. Read 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total 
All  1 0 14 84 370 1,252 1,716ab 1,573 1,073 226 6,308 

 2 1 95 599 1,034 1,298ab 1326 1,290 652 13 6,308 
 3 0 1 0 0 25 346 1,022 357 6 1,757 

1 1 0 0 14 28 51 200b 399 335a 197 1,224 
 2 0 2 19 64 189 b 358 331a 252 9 1,224 
 3 0 0 0 0 3 74 297 165 6 545 

23 1 0 12 47 119 356 575ab 540 381 6 2,036 
 2 0 61 181 192 436a 449b 470 247 0 2,036 
 3 0 0 0 0 5 100 384 119 0 608 

45 1 0 0 0 0 44 111ab 47 11 0 213 
 2 0 1 13 44b 88a 56 11 0 0 213 
 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 6 0 0 8 

6 1 0 0 0 0 30 27ab 30 10 0 97 
 2 0 0 10 20 9 27ab 30 1 0 97 
 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 25 0 0 31 

7 1 0 0 0 0 10a 47 36b 1 0 94 
 2 0 0 0 13a 26 42b 13 0 0 94 
 3 0 0 0 0 0 9 4 0 0 13 

8 1 0 0 2 27 136 165a 220 189b 17 756 
 2 0 8 33 58 134a 179 236b 108 0 756 
 3 0 1 0 0 4 68 207 60 0 340 

9 1 0 0 13 124 331a 219b 19 0 0 706 
 2 0 7 208 352 ab 133 4 2 0 0 706 
 3 - - - - - - - - - - 

10 1 0 0 0 5 39b 62a 3 0 0 109 
 2 0 0 13 38ab 46 12 0 0 0 109 
 3 - - - - - - - - - - 

11 1 0 0 4 58 142 165a 170b 81 0 620 
 2 0 8 82 153a 135 134b 96 12 0 620 
 3 0 0 0 0 9 26 40 3 0 78 

12 1 0 1 1 8 83 122b 68a 56 6 345 
 2 0 4 20 85b 93 40a 70 29 4 345 
 3 0 0 0 0 3 62 28 7 0 100 

13 1 0 1 3 1 30a 23 41b 9 0 108 
 2 0 4 20 15 9a 25 32b 3 0 108 
 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 3 0 34 

a,bUnderlined numbers indicate the disease severity classes in which the parents occurred. 
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Table 13. Mean disease severity based on entire plant of parents (P1, P2), F6:7 and the 
midparent (MP), percentage decrease (-) or increase (+) in populations’ mean severity in 
the F6:7 compared to the MP value (in the U.S.). 

Population Cross P1 P2 F6:7 MP 

Change of F6:7 

from MP (in %) 

1 MN06135/MN05236 7.50 5.09 6.39 6.30 1.51 

23 MN05236/04AR4134 5.09 6.00 5.68 5.55 2.43 

45 MN05236/MN06107 5.09 4.50 5.01 4.80 4.48 

6 04AR4134/MN05145 6.00 6.00 5.52 6.00 -8.00 

7 MN05237/MN06206 4.00 6.33 5.59 5.17 8.23 

8 MN05236/MN06135 5.09 7.50 6.09 6.30 -3.26 

9 MN06231/MN05131 3.67 4.40 3.89 4.04 -3.59 

10 MN05131/MN06231 4.40 3.67 4.52 4.04 12.02 

11 MN03205/MN06210 4.33 6.00 5.03 5.17 -2.61 

12 MN06206/MN03205 6.33 4.33 5.42 5.33 1.69 

13 MN06243/HiFi Reselect 5.00 7.00 5.29 6.00 -11.83 
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Table 14. Descriptive statistics of plant severity on parental lines and progenies evaluated 
in Canada. 

Parent/Pop. 
number 

Number of 
hills 

Severity 
Mean 

Standard 
Deviation Range 

MN06135 3 1 0 1 - 1 
MN05236 7 1.71 0.76 1 - 3 
04AR4134 4 1 0.82 0 - 2 
MN06231 * * * * 
MN05131 * * * * 
MN03205 2 1 0 1 - 1 
MN06210 1 0 * * 
1 430 0.84 0.73 0 - 4 
23 728 1.68 1.00 0 - 5 
8 276 1.51 1.12 0 - 5 
9 325 0.73 0.72 0 - 5 
11 249 1.04 1.51 0 - 5 

*Data not presented because reliable replicates were not available. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 15. Distribution of F6:7 lines according to the entire plant severity evaluation in 
Canada.  

 No. of F6:7 lines on each entire plant rust severity class  

Cross 0 1 2 3 4 5 Total 

1 137 234a 52b 3 4 0 430 

23 30 365b 197a 94 31 11 728 

8 25 164a 38b 24 20 5 276 

9 123 181 11b 8 1 1a 1434 
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11 126b 72a 13 11 7 20 249 

Total 441 1016 311 140 63 37  
a,bUnderlined numbers indicate the disease severity classes in which the parents occurred. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 16. Correlation between flag leaf severitya and entire plant infectionb at the first 
and second readings. 

Population First reading Second reading 
1 -0.785* -0.838* 
23 -0.713* -0.885* 
45 -0.654* -0.745* 
6 -0.683* -0.847* 
7 -0.422* -0.719* 
8 -0.705* -0.847* 
9 -0.624* -0.699* 
10 -0.739* -0.683* 
11 -0.677* -0.834* 
12 -0.610* -0.831* 
13 -0.731* -0.920* 

*P<0.0001. Data from St. Paul, Minnesota. 
aPlants scored according to the percentage of flag leaf infection, scale based on the modified Cobb scale. 
bPlants scored using a 1 – 9 scale, where 1 was heavily infected and 9 was absent of crown rust infection. 
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Table 17. Number of genes conferring resistance in different crosses*.  

Population Cross Resistance level Number of genes 
1 MN06135/MN05236 R x I 12.9 

23 MN05236/04AR4134 I x I 7.95 
45 MN05236/MN06107 I x S 6.27 
6 04AR4134/MN05145 I x I - 
7 MN05237/MN06206 I x S - 
8 MN05236/MN06135 R x I 8.61 
9 MN06231/MN05131 S x S 9.53 
10 MN05131/MN06231 S x S 6.04 
11 MN03205/MN06210 I x S 7.34 
12 MN06206/MN03205 I x S 6.81 
13 MN06243/HiFi Reselect R x I - 

*Data from St. Paul, Minnesota. 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1. Crown rust surveys from 1999 to 2008 using differential lines based on single 
gene resitance. Source: http://www.ars.usda.gov/. 
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Figure 2. Breeding scheme based on the modified single seed descent method. 
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Figure 3. The modified Cobb scale: A, actual percentage occupied by rust uredinia; B, 
rust severities (Peterson et al., 1948). 
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Figure 4. A. Frequency distribution of crown rust severity (entire plant score) in St. Paul, 
Minnesota, on recombinant inbred oat lines from the cross: A. Across 11 populations;                
B. MN06135/MN05236; C. MN05236/04AR4134; D. MN05236/MN06107;                              
E. 04AR4134/MN05145; F. MN05237/MN06206; G. MN05236/MN06135;                               
H. MN06231/MN05131; I. MN05131/MN06231; J. MN03205/MN06210;                                   
K. MN06206/MN03205; L. MN06243/HiFi Reselect. Arrows indicate parent 1 (P1) and 
parent 2 (P2); blue arrows indicate the mean infection for the first reading and red arrows 
indicate the mean infection for the second reading; Plants scored using a 1 – 9 scale, 
where 1 was heavily infected and 9 was absent of crown rust infection. 
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Figure 4. Continued. 
AUDPC by cross
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Figure 5. Box plot – Progeny distribution by population according to the AUDPC (in the 
U.S.), where + = mean; horizontal bar within the blue rectangles = median; blue 
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rectangles = span 50% progenies; outside bars = span 25% progenies; 801 = MN841801 
and 900 = Portage. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Entire plant severity by cross
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 Figure 6. Box plot – Progeny distribution by population according to the entire plant 
severity score (in the U.S.), where + = mean; horizontal bar within the blue rectangles = 
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median; blue rectangles = span 50% progenies; outside bars = span 25% progenies; 801 = 
MN841801 and 900 = Portage. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 7. Correlation of entire plant severity means between MP and F6:7 progenies (in 
the U.S.). 
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Figure 8. Correlation of entire plant severity means between MP and percentage change 
of the F6:7 from MP (in the U.S.). 
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Figure 9. A. Frequency distribution of crown rust severity (entire plant score) in Canada 
on recombinant inbred oat lines from the cross: A. Across 5 populations;                        
B. MN06135/MN05236; C. MN05236/04AR4134; D. MN05236/MN06135;                   
E. MN06231/MN05131; F. MN06206/MN03205; Arrows indicate parent 1 (P1) and 
parent 2 (P2) mean infection; Plants scored according to a 0 – 5 scale, where 0 was absent 
of crown rust and 5 was heavily infected. Observation: no reliable parent values for 
population 9 (E). 
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Plant severity by cross
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Figure 10. Box plot – Progeny distribution by population according to plant severity 
score (in Canada), where + = mean; horizontal bar within the blue rectangles = median; 
blue rectangles = span 50% progenies; outside bars = span 25% progenies; 100 = Starter; 
801 = MN841801 and 900 = Portage. 
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Figure 11. Correlation between AUDPC and number of genes conferring crown rust 
resistance in different crosses. 
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